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I

n the years 2009–2014, archaeological exploration was conducted at the Black Sea Cape Sveti
Atanas (St. Athanasius) near the present town of
Bjala, in Varna Region. Due to extensive archaeological excavations, it may now be concluded that
the investigated structure was a prosperous Late
Antiquity fortiied port town dating to between
the late 4th – early 5th and early 7th centuries AD
(Map 1).1
he research work focused on a large Early
Christian complex, consisting of a basilica, a chief
priest residence, two baptisteries and a holy water
well, as well as a number of auxiliary structures,
streets, shops, workshops, etc., including three
wineries with wine presses inside and ive kilns
for the manufacture of potery and building materials (Map 2).2
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he basilica was built from stones and bricks most Map 1. he port town at cape Sveti Atanas in the 6 – early 7 c. AD
Карта 1. Пристанищният град на нос Свети Атанас (6–7 в.)
likely in the late 4th century AD or rather at the
very beginning of the 5th century AD. his church
was used in its original appearance in the irst half by loral and igural murals (Baptistery No. 1). In
of the 5th century AD. During this earliest period, the middle or in the second half of the 5th century
there was a baptistery constructed in the north AD, the basilica was partially destroyed, apparsection of the narthex and its walls were covered ently during the invasion of the Huns at that time,
but soon ater it was re-built using the same layout,
but with a new Baptistery (No. 2) font located in
* he name of Valeri Yotov (Валери Йотов) is given in a dif- a nearby building. It continued to be in use until
ferent transliteration on request of the author.
the early 7th century AD.
1 Yotov, Minčev 2013a; see also Yotov 2013a: 171–177;
he basilica had three aisles, one apse and
2013b: 426–439; Yotov, Minčev 2013b: 59–77; Yotov,
a narthex (entrance room), as well as a rectanguMinčev 2014: 2–19.
lar ciborium in the altar space. he building was
2 Yotov, Minčev 2013a: 65–74; Yotov, Minčev 2015.
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The forified port town at cape Sveti Atanas
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he Baptisteries

1.

As mentioned before, Baptistery No. 1 was built in
the northern part of the narthex. he solid botom
of the baptismal font is well preserved, equipped
with two stairs to the east and two to the west. he
Baptistery was connected to the northern aisle of
the basilica by means of an entrance.
he walls of Baptistery No. 1 were decorated with murals and inscriptions in the al sеcco
Cape Sveti Atanas
(dry-painted) technique. An image of a holy igth
th
ure, probably of Jesus Christ (?), has been parMap 2. he port town at cape Sveti Atanas in the 6 – early 7 c. AD
tially preserved. here are also two fragments
Карта 2. Пристанищният град на нос Свети Атанас (6–7 в.)
of painted inscriptions in Latin: MARI[A] and
divided into three aisles by two stylobates — two HІE[S]US ( Jesus), as well as many fragments of
rows of columns. he columns and their capitals loral and other types of ornaments.
he location and the stratigraphy of the strucwere made of local limestone and with a view to
their decoration the later ones could be deter- tures allowed for determining the hypothesis that
mined as having been of the late Corinthian type. Baptistery No. 1 was built at the end of the 4th –
he church had windows on all the walls, which early 5th centuries AD and its baptismal font was
was proven by a large number of window-glass used till the middle of the later century. Probably
pieces and lead lamellae for ixing them, found at the beginning of the 6th century AD or someeverywhere. he loors, including the one in the time later, the space in the northern part of the
altar space, were covered by bricks.
narthex was reconstructed into a chapel by buildDuring the second period, the basilica had ing a new wall and adding an apse.
two phases, marked by the reconstruction of the
Ater Baptistery No. 1 went out of use, a new
altar space, where a synthronon was additionally baptistery – No. 2, was built for the new Chrisbuilt. In the time before the construction of the tian believers. Its baptismal font was located in
synthronon, the plastered walls of the apse were the eastern-most room of the three-section builddecorated with incised linear ornaments and ing erected north of the basilica. his baptistery
frescoes with loral ornaments in the al secco tech- had two stages of construction and — respecnique. Probably during that time, the northern tively, two baptismal fonts. On the grounds of
part of the narthex was divided by a brick wall the stratigraphy we have determined them as
and reconstructed to become a chapel with a lit- Baptistery No. 2: with basin A (the earlier one)
6.

30

7.

tle apse in the place of an earlier entrance to the
northern aisle.
he altar space furniture was made of highquality marble units, which consisted of: chancel
screen panels, pillars, stanchions, bases and columns of a ciborium, etc. At its very centre, over
a specially constructed base, a ine marble altar
table was located.
Just outside the apse wall foundation, almost
all the parts of an altar mensa were found, carefully “buried”.
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and basin B (the later one), each one difering in
terms of the shape of the baptismal font.
he earlier baptismal font A is cross-shaped
and lies under the upper baptismal font B. In the
middle of the structure there is a baptismal font
similar in form as the one of Baptistery No. 1 — in
the basilica. It is orientated north-south.
he later one (baptismal font B) is also crossshaped and in the middle of the cross there is
a cylindrical baptismal font covered by marble,
which in one could enter by two constructed in different directions stairs leading inside it. his baptismal font was reconstructed at least twice, and in
the latest period of use it was much smaller in size.
Тhe middle room of the three-section building
is connected through an entrance to the main space
of Baptistery No. 2: basin A. his led to the conclusion that it might have been catechumen room,
where the new believers and their relatives would
stay before the baptismal ritual was conducted.

he bishop’s residential house

he Hagiasmon
A deep well dug into the rock was located to the
south of the building where Baptistery No. 2 was
situated. It was most probably a holy spring used
during the 5th – early 6th centuries AD, which was
later abandoned and illed.
* * *
he Early Christian Compound at Cape Sveti
Atanas is among the few entirely excavated sites
of this type on the Western Black Sea coast. he
reconstructions of the buildings were probably
connected to the Barbarian invasions south of the
Danube in the 5th – 6th centuries AD and also to
some natural disasters, and in its last phase — to
the transformation of the basilica into a Bishopric
Complex.
At the very end of the 6th century AD and the
beginning of the 7th century AD, the Early Christian compound most probably did not have the
same importance as in previous times.

* * *
South of the basilica, a big two-storied building
was discovered which seems to have been the resi- Over two centuries behind the fortiication walls
dence of a priest and later — the bishop. he most of the small port town at Cape Sveti Atanas —
interesting inds identiied during the excavation a stronghold and a safe refuge for the people of the
of the bishop’s residence included a golden coin area in times of invasions, the economy was boomof Emperor Phokas (602–610) and a golden ring. ing, mainly on the basis of trade and various crats,
A working hypothesis about the ring suggests that as well as agriculture, albeit to a lesser degree.
he inner town, protected by a fortiicaits upper part was a schematic representation of
the rotunda over the tomb of Christ in Jerusalem, tion wall and a ditch in front of it, had an area of
a common design for the 6th century, as well as for slightly over 3.5 hectares and more than half of it
was covered densely with buildings.
a few subsequent ones.
he population in the inner town and its vicinhe Skeuophylakion
ity has been estimated to have reached about 1000
Several metres west of the basilica entrance, a one- residents. Of course, in the months of active sailloor building was excavated which difers from ing this number grew with the number of incomthe others, as it has a stone base — a pedestal — in ing sailors, traders and other visitors.
Built toward the end of the 4th century AD, the
the middle. he small size of the building shows
that the base most likely did not serve a construc- fortress gradually turned into a middle-sized port
tional purpose. Perhaps it was the repository for town with growing trade and industrial imporchurch vessels, but it could also have been a space tance. It was also at irst a religious centre for the
for collecting gits (the so-called skeuophylakion) conversion of the locals to Christianity, and later
ofered by believers to the church, the bishop and it became a centre for Christians in the entire surhis close associates.
rounding area, i.e., a local bishopric.
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Item

Description of sample

δ13CPDB [‰]

δ18OPDB [‰]

1.

Altar mensa, rectangular

1.92 ± 0.06

–4.78 ± 0.05

2.

Stanchion with a capital under the altar mensa

1.10 ± 0.04

–2.77 ± 0.08

3.

Altar partition

1.95 ± 0.07

1.20 ± 0.07

4.

Pillar of the altar partition

–0.79 ± 0.07

–9.97 ± 0.08

5.

Stanchion with a capital in the entrance to the altar section

1.20 ± 0.06

–0.65 ± 0.08

6.

Sigmoid mensa

–0.36 ± 0.06

–3.34 ± 0.07

7.

Stanchion in the entrance to the altar section

1.74 ± 0.07

–2.17 ± 0.08

8.

Stanchion in the entrance to the altar section

2.24 ± 0.09

–3.76 ± 0.08

9.

Fragment of an altar mensa

1.88 ± 0.04

–3.10 ± 0.07

10.

Fragment of an altar mensa

1.03 ± 0.04

–3.54 ± 0.08

11.

Stanchion from the ciborium

3.09 ± 0.05

–0.99 ± 0.09

12.

Base with a circular mount

4.78 ± 0.07

–3.12 ± 0.06

13.

Base with a plinth

3.59 ± 0.05

–3.16 ± 0.08

14.

Shat of a stanchion under an altar mensa

3.61 ± 0.04

–6.88 ± 0.08

15.

Fragment of an altar mensa

2.19 ± 0.08

–5.34 ± 0.08

16.

Railing of the balustrade from the altar partition

2.52 ± 0.04

–0.53 ± 0.08

17.

Stanchion from the altar partition (?)

2.68 ± 0.04

–3.20 ±0.08

items had come. Recent comparative studies also
warrant a tentative identiication of the places of
the manufacturing of some of these architectural
elements and details.3
In order to identify the places of origin of the
marble from which the investigated early-Chrishe town underwent several natural cata- tian architectural elements and details were made,
clysms and Barbarian invasions but was always the results of the above analyses were ploted onto
rebuilt aterwards. It was inally abandoned by its selected diagrams of the isotope ield ranges. he
citizens at the time of the Avar and Slavic inva- selection criterion was based on a choice of those
sion in AD 614–615 and was burnt to ashes by the which were used the most frequently and which
invaders. No other setlement was erected later most specialists in this area consider highly reliover the ruins of the Late Antiquity town and the able. Accordingly, seven diagrams were applied.4
memory of it was lost.

Tab. 1. Results of Spectroscopic-and-Isotopic Analyses of Marble
Samples from Cape Sveti Atanas near Bjala (eastern Bulgaria).
he samples are shown on Pl. I and II.
Таб. 1. Резултати от δ13CPDB [‰] и δ18OPDB [‰]
спектроскопски и изотопни анализи на фрагменти от
мрамор от нос Свети Атанас край Бяла. Пробите са
показани на Пл. I и II.

* * *
he exploration of the fortiied port town at Cape
Sveti Atanas has produced an extremely rich collection of marble architectural element utensils,
constituting both internal decoration and the
interior furniture of the discovered buildings,
mostly of the basilica.
he extensive interdisciplinary studies of the
collected marble inds have included spectroscopic-and-isotopic analyses of the marble. hese
made it possible to identify the quarries from
which the material (marble) of the investigated
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Stanisław Hałas from the Department of Spectrometry of
the Institute of Physics at the Maria Curie-Skłodowska
University of Lublin conducted spectroscopic-and-isotopic analyses of seventeen samples collected from the
architectural elements and details discovered in the earlyChristian temple complex in Cape Sveti Atanas near Bjala.
(1) Mathews 1995: 83–85; (2) Herz 1988: 305–314, ig.
2; (3) Atanasio, Brilli, Ogle 2006; (4) Unpublished
diagram by L. Moens (2003). his isotopic ield diagram
has been kindly provided by Prof. Luc Moens, Faculty
of Sciences, Ghent University, Belgium (earlier version
published in Moens et al. 1992); Herz 2000: 27–33; Gorgoni et al. 2002: 115–131; Atanasio, Brilli, Ogle 2006;
Tambakopoulos, Maniatis 2012: 263–278, ig. 5; (5)
Gorgoni et al. 2002: 115–131 (Fine-grained marbles); (6)
Gorgoni et al. 2002: 115–131 (Medium to coarse grained
calcitic marbles); (7) Lazzarini 2004.
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Diagram 1. Diagram of isotope ield ranges by Mathews 1995
Диаграма 1. Изотопните диапазони по Mathews 1995

While K. Mathews’s 1995 diagram (Diagram
1) is less commonly used, it was selected for the
present project because of its previous applications, including a study of analyses of similar
architectural elements and details from Novae
(Moesia inferior),5 collected at a complex of an
early-Christian basilica and episcopal residence
which dates to the same period and performed
comparable functions.
Based on the above diagram, eight samples
are identiied as originating from the quarry in
Dokimeion, two from Proconnesos and two from
Paros. Five samples, Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 14, come
from other quarries, not speciied in K. Matthews’s diagram. he samples from Dokimeion
are numbered 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15 and 17, and are
described as follows: a rectangular altar mensa
featuring a supporting stanchion with a Corinthian capital; two stanchions from the entrance
leading to the bema, or the altar section of the
basilica; a further three fragments of altar mensae;
and a fragment of a stanchion from the altar partition (?) of the church. Two architectural details
5

Mathews 1995: 83–85.

were made of Proconnesian marble: a stanchion
from the ciborium and the railing of the balustrade at the top of the slab of the altar partition or
a partition between the nave and an aisle (nos. 11
and 16). he quarry in Paros provided marble for
the base with a circular mount and the base with
a plinth (nos. 12 and 13).
he other applied diagrams are among those
most frequently quoted in the recent studies of
similar spectroscopic-and-isotopic analyses; thus,
e.g., they have been used on numerous occasions
by the international teams of the Interdisciplinary Studies on Stones and Stone Technology in
Europe and Near East from Prehistoric and the
Early Christian Period and the Association for
Study of Marble and Other Stones Used in Antiquity — ASMOSIA. Our purpose in applying
several diagrams was to provide maximum conirmation of the identiied locations of the quarries.
he results of our spectroscopic-and-isotopic
tests were also ploted onto N. Herz’s 1988 diagram
(Diagram 2).6 his diagram is now among those
the most typically used for the identiication of
the material of architectural elements and details.
It must be emphasized that the ranges of the isotope ields of the various quarries are broader in
this diagram; thence some of these overlap, which
6

Herz 1988: 305–314, ig. 2.
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marble from the two sources are of diferent sizes,
both types of rock give of a sharp sulphuric smell
when ground or rubbed. he principal area of
makes it more diicult to identify the origin of the manufacturing of architectural elements and
the marble with a high dose of certainty. In other details made of Hymetos marble was Greece, and
words, the results are more scatered in this case. most notably Athens. According to many scholars,
hus, e.g., samples nos. 2, 7, 9, 10 and 17 were iden- earlier opinions that large quantities of this martiied as originating from the quarry in Hymetos, ble were exported to Rome and the Italian Peninand nos. 11 and 16, from Proconnesos (Marmara). sula are exaggerated due to the frequent mistaken
Samples nos. 12 and 13 are within the range of the identiication of Proconnesian marble as that
isotope ield of the quarry of Paros, while no. 12, from Hymetos. he same error might have been
along with no. 6, is simultaneously placed inside made in the present study.
D. Atanasio, M. Brilli and N. Ogle’s 2006
the identiication range of the quarry of Ephesos.
Among the other samples, no. 8 was identiied as diagram ofers an even wider palete of ranges of
originating from the quarry of Aphrodisias, no. 14 isotope ields,8 making it extremely diicult to
as marble from Pentelicon, and no. 15 from Naxos. identify in an accurate manner the places of oriNeither this diagram nor the previous one made gin of the samples of marble of the architectural
it possible to establish the origin of samples nos. elements and details from Cape Sveti Atanas near
3, 4 and 5. Very curiously, sample No. 1 was out- Bjala (Diagram 3). he results of certain samples
side the ranges of any isotope ields, but very close correspond to as many as six or eight ranges of
to the range of Naxian marble. When considering isotope ields (samples Nos. 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 15 and 17).
the results provided by N. Herz’s diagram, and In such instances, it substantially contributes to
particularly the identiication of the Hymetos the identiication to measure the millimetre grain
marble, one must bear in mind that earlier litera- size (MGS) and to establish whether the marble
ture on the subject describes instances of failures has a ine-grain texture with an MGS of < 2 mm
to distinguish between rock originating from or a medium-to-coarse-grain one of an MGS
the quarries of Hymetos and Proconnesos;7 the of > 1.5 mm.
reader is reminded that while the grains of the
Diagram 2. Isotope ield ranges by Herz 1988
Диаграма 2. Изотопните диапазони по Herz 1988

7
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Atanasio, Brilli, Ogle 2006: 87.

8

Atanasio, Brilli, Ogle 2006: 336.
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Diagram 3. Isotope ield ranges by Atanasio, Brilli, Ogle 2006
Диаграма 3. Изотопните диапазони по Atanasio, Brilli, Ogle 2006

Diagram 4. Isotope ield ranges by Tambakopoulos, Maniatis 2012
Диаграма 4. Изотопните диапазони по Tambakopoulos, Maniatis 2012
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Diagram 5. Isotope ield ranges by Gorgoni et al. 2002. Fine grained marbles, average MGS < 2mm.
Диаграма 5. Изотопните диапазони по Gorgoni et al. 2002. Fine grained marbles, average MGS < 2mm

Diagram 6. Isotope ield ranges by Gorgoni et al. 2002. Medium- to coarse-grained calcitic marbles, MGS > 1.5 mm
Диаграма 6. Изотопните диапазони по Gorgoni et al. 2002. Medium- to coarse-grained calcitic marbles, MGS > 1.5 mm
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Diagram 7. Isotope ield ranges by Lazzarini 2004. Global ields –
quarries and artifacts (average MGS > 2mm).
Диаграма 7. Изотопните диапазони по Lazzarini 2004

According to D. Atanasio, M. Brilli and N.
Ogle’s diagram, samples Nos. 7, 8, 9, 11, 16 and 17
must be identiied as Proconnesian marble, samples Nos. 1, 2, 3, 6 and 10 apparently originate from
Doliana-Dokimeion, while samples Nos. 5, 12 and
13 come from the quarry in Paros. he other samples are identiied as marble from Pentelic on (No.
14) and Naxos (No. 15).
In 2012, D. Tambakopoulos and Y. Maniatis
published a diagram summarizing both their own
work and earlier studies by N. Herz 2000, C. Gorgoni et al. 2002, L. Moens 2003 and D. Atanasio,
M. Brilli, N. Ogle 2006 (Diagram 4).9 Also in
this diagram the ranges of the isotope ields of the
quarries overlap to a varying degree, which likewise makes it diicult to identify the samples of
marble with certainty. Still, based on the data in
this diagram, samples Nos. 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 16 and 17
may be identiied as made of Proconnesian marble. At the same time, sample No. 1 (a rectangular
altar mensa) may be identiied as originating from
one of as many as ive quarries, the most likely
choice being Naxos or Dokimeion, and sample
9

Tambakopoulos, Maniatis 2012: 268.

No. 2 (a stanchion with a capital from under the
altar mensa), as coming from either Hymetos or
Afyon-Dokimeion. Sample No. 3 (the altar partition) is identiied as made of Parian marble. It
has not been possible to determine the origin of
samples Nos. 4 and 5, while samples Nos. 6 and
10 (a “sigmoide” type mensa and a fragment of
an altar mensa) are identiied as made of marble
from Afyon-Dokimeion. Samples Nos. 12 and 13
(two bases) are made of Parian marble, and No.
14 (the shat of a stanchion from under an altar
mensa), of Pentelic marble.
Further references applied in the present
project were two interesting diagrams published
by C. Gorgoni et al. in 2002.10 he authors drew
separate diagrams for ine-grain marble of an
MGS of < 2 mm (Diagram 5) and medium-tocoarse-grain marble of an MGS of > 1.5 mm (Diagram 6). he former diagram limited the number
of quarries providing ine-grain marble to four,
as some samples (Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) were
located altogether outside the relevant ranges of
isotope ields. he isotope range of the quarry of
Dokimeion comprises samples Nos. 1, 8, 9 and 10,
or a rectangular altar mensa, a stanchion from the
entrance to the altar section and two fragments
of other altar mensae. Samples Nos. 14 and 15, or
10 Gorgini et al. 2002: 115–131.
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Diagram

Diagram

Diagram

Diagram

Bjala
/hracia/
2013

Mathews
1995

Herz 1988

Atanasio et al. 2006

Herz 2000, Gorgoni
et al. 2002, Moens 2003,
Atanasio et al. 2006,
Tambakopoulos,
Maniatis 2012

Gorgoni et al.
2002
Fine-grained
marbles

Gorgoni et al.
2002
Medium to
coarse grained
calcitic marbles

Lazzarini
2004

Final
Identiication

Sample 1

Dokimeion

? Naxos

hasos, Phanari
Naxos Melanes
Pentelikon
Doliana
Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias
Ephesos

Pentelikon
Naxos
hasos, Phanari
Aphrodisias
Ephesos
Afyon, Dokimeion

Pentelikon
Dokimeion

Prokonnesos
Aphrodisias
Naxos

Naxos
Aphrodisias

Dokimeion
/Naxos/

Sample 2

Dokimeion

Hymetos

Hymetos
Pharos, Lakkoi Doliana
Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias
Ephesos

Paros Marathi
Hymetos
Aphrodisias
Ephesos
Afyon, Dokimeion

?

Prokonnesos
Aphrodisias
Paros
Naxos

Prokonnesos
Naxos
Paros

Dokimeion
/Hymetos/

Sample 3

?

?

Doliana

Paros Lakkoi

?

Paros

Paros

Paros

Sample 4

?

?

?

?

?

?

Sample 5

?

?

Paros, Lakkoi
Doliana

?

?

Sample 6

?/
Dokimeion/

Ephesos

Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias
Ephesos

Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias
Ephesos

?

Sample 7

Dokimeion
Carrara

Hymetos

Naxos Melanes
Prokonnesos
hasos, Phanari
Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias
Doliana

Prokonnesos
Paros Lakkoi
Paros Marathi
hasos, Phanari
Aphrodisias
Afyon, Dokimeion

Sample 8

Dokimeion

?/
Aphrodisias/

Naxos Melanes
hasos, Phanari
Prokonnesos
Hymetos
Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias
Doliana

Prokonnesos
hasos, Phanari
Paros Marathi
Naxos
Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias

?
Paros

Paros

Aphrodisias

Aphrodisias

Dokimeion
/Aphrodisias/

?

Prokonnesos
Paros

Prokonnesos
hasos ,Phanari

Prokonnesos /
Dokimeion/

Dokimeion
Carrara
Pentelikon

Prokonnesos
Paros
Aphrodisias
Naxos

Prokonnesos
Paros
Naxos
Aphrodisias

Prokonnesos /
Dokimeion/
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Tab. 2. Cape Sveti Atanas near Bjala (eastern Bulgaria). he origin of the marble of the architectural elements and details based
on seven isotope diagrams
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Diagram

Dokimeion
Carrara

Aphrodisias
Hymetos

Naxos Melanes
hasos, Phanari
Prokonnesos
Paros, Lakoi
Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias
Doliana
Ephesos

Prokonnesos
hasos Phanari Paros
Marathi
Naxos
Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias
Hymetos

Dokimeion
Carrara

Naxos
Paros
Prokonnesos
Aphrodisias

Prokonnesos
Paros
Naxos
Aphrodisias

Prokonnesos /
Dokimeion/

Sample 10

Dokimeion

Hymetos

Doliana
Hymetos
Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias
Ephesos

Paros Marathi
Naxos
Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias
Ephesos

Dokimeion

Naxos
Paros
Prokonnesos
Aphrodisias

Prokonnesos
Paros
Naxos
Aphrodisias

Dokimeion

Sample 11

Prokonnesos

Prokonnesos

Prokonnesos
hasos Aliki
Hymetos
Doliana
Afyon, Dokimeion

Prokonnesos
hasos Aliki
Hymetos
Afyon, Dokimeion

Carrara

Prokonnesos
Paros
hasos

Prokonnesos
Tasos
Paros

Prokonnesos

Sample 12

Paros

Ephesos
Paros

Paros
Ephesos

Paros Marathi
Paros Lakkoi
Ephesos

Paros

?

?

Paros

Sample 13

Paros

? /Paros/

Paros Lychnites
Aphrodisias
Doliana
Afyon, Dokimeion

Paros Marathi
Paros Lakkoi
Afyon, Dokimeion
Aphrodisias

Paros

Prokonnesos

Prokonnesos
hasos

Paros
/Prokonnesos/

Sample 14

?

Pentelikon

Ephesos
Doliana
Penteli

Pentelikon
Ephesos

Pentelikon

Naxos

Naxos

Pentelikon

Sample 15

Dokimeion

Naxos

Naxos Melanes
Naxos Apollonas
Ephesos
Prokonnesos
hasos Phanari
Aphrodisias

Prokonnesos
Pentelikon
Naxos
hasos Phanari
Aphrodisias
Ephesos

Pentelikon

Prokonnesos
Naxos

Prokonnesos
Naxos

Naxos
/Prokonnesos/

Sample 16

Prokonnesos

Prokonnesos

hasos Aliki
Prokonnesos
Hymetos
Doliana

Paros Lakkoi
Prokonnesos
hasos Aliki
Hymetos

Prokonnesos
hasos
Paros

Prokonnesos
hasos
Paros

Prokonnesos

Sample 17

Dokimeion

Hymetos

hasos Phanari
Hymetos
Paros Lychnites
Paros Lakkoi
Doliana
Prokonnesos

hasos Phanari
Paros Lychnites
Paros Lakkoi
Prokonnesos
Hymetos
Naxos

Naxos
Prokonnesos
Paros

Prokonnesos
hasos
Paros
Naxos

Prokonnesos
/Hymetos/

Carrara
Dokimeion
Pentelikon
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Таб. 2. Нос Свети Атанас край Бяла (на българското Черноморие). Обобщена таблица за произхода на мраморите от архитектурни
елементи и детайли въз основа на седем изотопни диаграми
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the shat of a stanchion from under an altar mensa
and a fragment of another mensa, are identiied
as Pentelic marble. he two bases which provided samples Nos. 12 and 13, are made of Parian
marble. While samples Nos. 11 and 16, which are
a stanchion from the ciborium and the railing of
the balustrade from the altar partition, are placed
in the diagram within the range of the isotope
ield or Carrara marble, such an identiication
seems unlikely. he later two samples as well as
the six whose isotope ields have not been identiied based on this diagram, are presumably made
of medium-to-coarse-grain marble of an MGS of
> 1.5 mm.
he diagram of medium-to-coarse-grain marble provides very interesting identiications of the
marble of the studied architectural elements and
details. Namely, according to this reference, samples Nos. 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16 and 17 are made
of Proconnesian marble. Samples Nos. 3 and 5, i.e.
fragments of an altar partition and of a stanchion
with a capital from the entrance to the altar section, originate from the quarry of Paros. Parian or
Naxian marble provided the material for the rectangular altar mensa (sample No. 1), and presumably also for the shat of a stanchion from under an
altar mensa (sample No. 14). A fragment of a “sigmoide” type mensa (sample No. 6) is identiied
according to this reference as originating from the
quarry of Aphrodisias. Curiously enough, samples Nos. 12 and 4 do not fall into the ranges of
any isotope ields. It is emphasized that it has not
been possible to ascribe sample No. 4, collected
from a pillar of the altar partition, to an isotope
ield in any of the six applied diagrams in order to
identify the origin of its marble. his may be due
to the use of an improper collection technique of
the sample, which comes from the upper surface
of the pillar, a surface degraded by such external
factors as sunlight, changes of temperature or polluted environment.
he inal applied diagram was drawn up by
L. Lazzarini 2004 (Diagram 7)11 and essentially
11 Lazzarini 2004: 199.
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corresponds to C. Gorgoni’s isotope diagram of
2002, difering from it principally in the detailed
shapes of the isotope ield ranges and in its additional ield of dolomitic marble. he two references provided basically the same identiication
of the origins of marble.
he above summary allows a conclusive
identiication of the quarries from which the
marble originated. A study of the spectroscopicand-isotopic data based on seven diagrams has
ascertained the likely places of the origin of the
material of the seventeen architectural elements
and details discovered in Cape Sveti Atanas near
Bjala. Our conclusive identiication takes into
account the repeatability of identiication within
the isotope ields in the diagrams and the geographical locations and characteristics of the preferred products of the various ancient quarries. In
this way, the most probable origin of each sample
has been ascertained; where the identiication
data do not indicate a single location, two most
likely places of origin are speciied.
he material of the seventeen architectural
elements and details submited for spectroscopicand-isotopic analyses is divided into three groups
corresponding to the locations of their quarries:
Proconnesos, Dokimeion and Paros; the remaining two samples are identiied as originating from,
respectively, Pentelicon and Naxos.
Proconnesian marble constitutes the material of the following architectural elements and
details: (a) two stanchions from the entrance
to the altar section (samples nos. 7 and 8); (b)
a fragment of an altar mensa (sample no. 9); (c)
a stanchion from the ciborium (sample no. 11); (d)
a railing of the balustrade from the altar partition
(sample no. 16); (e) a stanchion from the altar
partition (?) (sample no. 17).
he following architectural elements and
details apparently originated from the quarry of
Dokimeion: (a) a rectangular altar mensa (sample no. 1); (b) a stanchion with a capital under the
altar mensa (sample no. 2); (c) a “sigmoide” type
mensa (sample no. 6); (d) a fragment of an altar
mensa (sample no. 10).
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Item

Description of sample

Identification of quarry

1.

Altar mensa, rectangular

Dokimeion /Naxos/

2.

Stanchion with a capital under the altar mensa

Dokimeion /Proconnesos ?/

3.

Altar partition

Paros

4.

Pillar of the altar partition

?

5.

Stanchion with a capital in the entrance to the altar section

Paros

6.

Sigmoid mensa

Dokimeion /Aphrodisias/

7.

Stanchion in the entrance to the altar section

Proconnesos /Dokimeion/

8.

Stanchion in the entrance to the altar section

Proconnesos /Dokimeion/

9.

Fragment of an altar mensa

Proconnesos /Dokimeion/

10.

Fragment of an altar mensa

Dokimeion /Aphrodisias/

11.

Stanchion from the ciborium

Proconnesos

12.

Base with a circular mount

Paros

13.

Base with a plinth

Paros /Proconnesos/

14.

Shat of a stanchion under an altar mensa

Pentelicon

15.

Fragment of an altar mensa

Naxos /Proconnesos/

16.

Railing of the balustrade from the altar partition

Proconnesos

17.

Stanchion from the altar partition (?)

Proconnesos

in Tomis,12 as well as from the complex of earlyChristian basilicas and the Episcopal residence in
Novae.13 Most architectural elements and details
from these sites are made of Proconnesian marble. In Novae, items produced of Dokimeion
he following items were made of marble marble have also been encountered, including
excavated on Paros: (a) the slab of an altar parti- a “sigmoide” type mensa, fragments of an altar
tion (sample no. 3); (b) a stanchion with a capital mensa, a base with a stonecuter’s mark ‘B’ on
from the entrance to the altar section (sample no. the plinth, a tympanum from a sepulchral statue
5); (c) a base with a circular mount (sample no. inscribed ‘DM’ and a contrapposto of a young
man’s torso.14 he considerable variety of the
12); (d) a base with a plinth (sample no. 13).
Pentelic marble constituted the material of items made of Dokimeion marble which have
a shat of a stanchion from under an altar mensa been found in the Episcopal complexes in Novae
and in Cape Sveti Atanas seems to conirm the
(sample no. 14).
A fragment of an altar mensa (sample no. 15) results of Philipp Niewöhner’s study of this quarry
was apparently made of Naxian marble. It is from 2014.15 When discussing architectural eleemphasized that the results of the analyses of ments and details discovered in Istanbul, Central
this sample may also fall into the isotope ields of Anatolia and Caričin Grad ( Justiniana Prima),
the author emphasizes that throughout the earlyeither Proconnesian or Pentelic marble.
he above identiication of quarries has been
juxtaposed with the results of similar studies 12 Balaci Cringuş, M. 2011: 35–41; Toma 2012: 549–559.
of architectural elements and details from two 13 Skoczylas 2013: 97–104.
Roman complexes in Moesia II: the municipal 14 Michniewicz 2013: 105–120.
bath in Odessos and the Servilius Fabinus ediice 15 Niewöhner 2014: 251–271.
Tab. 3. he inal identiication of quarries. he samples are shown
on Pl. I and II
Таб. 3. Окончателно определяне на кариерата. Пробите са
показани на Пл. I и II
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Pl. I. Architectural elements and details from the early Christian complex at Bjala
(Bulgaria). For description of of marble samples see Tab. 3, nos. 1–6
Пл. I. Архитекрурните елементи и детайли от раннохристиянски комплекс до
Бяала (България). Описане на вида мрамор виж Таб. 3, но. 1–6
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Pl. II. Architectural elements and details from the early Christian complex at Bjala (Bulgaria).
For description of of marble samples see Tab. 3, nos. 7–17
Пл. II. Архитекрурните елементи и детайли от раннохристиянски комплекс до Бяала (България).
Описане на вида мрамор виж Таб. 3, но. 7–17
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Byzantine period, products of the Dokimeion
quarry maintained a high manufacturing and
artistic standard; many of their designs and visual
concepts were imitated by the mass products of
the workshops of Proconnesos, while Dokimeion
specialized in individual custom-made items, e.g.
“sigmoide” type and altar mensae.16
In 2009, A.B. Biernacki published his report
on 773 early-Byzantine architectural elements
and details from the interior decoration of twelve
early-Christian churches, mainly basilicas, of
Chersonesos Taurica (Sevastopol, Ukraine).17
he report features the results of spectroscopicand-isotopic analyses of 37 selected architectural
elements and details.18 Based on three diagrams
of isotope ield ranges by Mathews 1995, N. Herz
1987 and N. Herz 1988, marble from Proconnesos,
Dokimeion, Naxos, Hymetos, Paros, Pentelicon
and hasos was identiied.19 Most studied items
(between 57.6% and 87.9%) were made of Prokonnesian marble. In terms of their application,
further most numerous groups consisted of marble from Dokimeion (12% – 25%) and from Naxos
and Hymetos (7.5%). Much lower percentages of
items originated from the quarries in Paros, Pentelicon and hasos.20 It is not by accident that
these results are juxtaposed with those of the
present project, as in terms of its nature, function
and chronology, the early-Christian Episcopal
complex in Cape Sveti Atanas is very similar, if not
related to, the temples of Chersonesos Taurica.
his similarity is striking when the places of the
origin of the marble are compared. he locations
of the quarries and their breakdown in the composition of the architectural elements and details

16
17
18
19
20
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Niewöhner 2014: 251–271.
Biernacki 2009: 327, tabl. 1–266.
Biernacki 2009: 119–124.
Skoczylas 2004: 209–241.
Skoczylas 2004: 238–240; Biernacki 2009: 123–124.

of Cape Sveti Atanas are almost identical with
those established for Chersonesos. hus, it may
be concluded that both the churches and their
auxiliary structures in the early-Christian Chersonesos and the Episcopal complex in Cape Sveti
Atanas were supplied with architectural elements
and details within the same system of manufacturing, transportation and trade which operated
in the area of the Black Sea in the second half of
the 5th and the irst six decades of the 6th century
AD.21
When discussing the identiication of the
origins of the architectural elements and details
from the early-Christian temple complex in Cape
Sveti Atanas, it is worthwhile to mention their
precise locations at the time of their discovery:
in which structures they were found, but also and
more importantly, their distribution within the
interiors in terms of their mutual spatial and functional relationships. hese factors were taken into
account when interpreting the inal results of the
identiication of their origins obtained by means
of the spectroscopic-and-isotopic method.
he locations at the time of the discovery of
the architectural elements and details made of
marble from ive quarries, principally Proconnesos, Dokimeion and Paros, and in individual
instances Naxos or Pentelicon, may warrant two
hypotheses. One is that the discussed items come
from various buildings constituting the earlyChristian temple complex in Cape Sveti Atanas.
he other tenable assumption is that various types
of marble have been encountered there because
the basilica and other structures of the complex
were built and rebuilt in at least two stages.

21 Biernacki 2009: 141–146.
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Произход на мрамора на архитектурните елементи
и детайли от раннохристиянския сакрален комплекс
на нос Свети Атанас до Бяла, България
(Pезюме)

П

ри археологическите разкопки през 2009–
2014 г. на нос Свети Атанас до град Бяла,
южно от Варна (Карта 1) бе частично проучена
ранновизантийска крепост – малък пристанищен
град края на IV – началото на VII в. (Карта 2).1
Цялостно бе бе изследван раннохристиянски сакрален комплекс, който се състои от: базилика, епископски дом, два баптистерия, кладенец за светена
вода. Освен това бяха разкрити редица жилищни и
стопански сгради, в това число три винарни и пещи
за производство на строителна керамика.2 В раннохристиянския сакрален комплекс бяха открити
немалко мраморни елементи и детайли от архитектурата и мебелировката – основно на базиликата.
В рамките на едно интердисциплинарно
изследване бе направен спектрално-изотопен анализ на седемнадесет мраморни елементи и детайли
– открити в базиликата на нос Свети Атанас и в
близост до нея. На базата на сравнение с проведени
през последните години подобни анализи на мрамор от различни археологически обекти се обосновават изводи за мястото на производство на почти
всички предоставени за анализ мраморни елементи
и детайли от крепостта на нос Свети Атанас.
Използвани са диаграми, които се приемат от
повечето специалисти като меродавни (Диаграми
1–7).3 Седемнадесетте анализирани проби могат да
се разделят в три главни групи, които отговарят на
следните антични мраморни кариери: Проконес,

1
2
3

Yotov 2013b: 426; Yotov 2013a: 171–172; Yotov, Minčev
2013a: 65–73; Yotov, Minčev 2014: 2-28.
Yotov, Minčev 2013a: 65–74; Yotov, Minčev 2015
(1) Mathews 1995: 83–85; (2) Herz 1988: 305–314, ig. 2;
(3) Atanasio, Brilli, Ogle 2006; (4) Moens (2003).
Тази диаграма на изотопните полета беше любезно предоставена от проф. Люк Моенс, Университет Джент,
Белгия (по-ранен вариант е публикуван в Moens et al.
1992); Herz 2000: 27–33; Gorgoni et al. 2002: 115–131;
Atanasio, Brilli, Ogle 2006; Tambakopoulos,
Maniatis 2012: 263–278, ig. 5; (5) Gorgoni et al. 2002:
115–131 (Fine-grained marbles); (6) Gorgoni et al. 2002:
115–131 (Medium to coarse grained calcitic marbles); (7)
Lazzarini 2004.

Докимейон, Парос и един случай на Наксос или
Пентеликон.
Проконес. От мрамора добиван от този остров
са направени следните елементи и архитектонични
детайли: (а) две колонки от входа към олтарната
част на базиликата (проби №№ 7 и 8); (б) фрагмент
от олтарна маса (проба № 9); (в) колона от киворий (проба № 11); (г) част от парапет на олтарна
преграда (проба № 16); (д) стълбче от олтарната
преграда (проба № 17).
Докимейон. От тази кариера вероятно са
добити: (а) запазена правоъгълна олтарна маса
(проба № 1); (б) колонка с капител – крак на правоъгълната олтарна маса (проба № 2); (в) „сигмо“видна маса (проба № 6); (г) фрагмент от олтарна
маса (проба № 10).
Парос. От тази кариера вероятно са добити: (а)
плоча от олтарна преграда (проба № 3); (б) колонка
с капител от входа към олтарната част (проба № 5);
(в) база за колонка (проба № 12); (г) база за колонка
(проба № 13).
Пентеликон. От тази кариера е фрагмент от
колонка (проба № 14).
Наксос. От тази кариера най-вероятно е фрагмент от олтарна маса (проба № 15). В този случай
трябва да се подчертае, че анализът на тази проба не
е сигурен и не е изключено тя да е от Проконнес,
а възможно и от Пентеликон.
Може да се твърди, че в базиликалният комплекс на нос Свети Атанас са били изпозвани архитектонични елементи и детайли, които са търгувани
и транспортирани по Черноморското крайбрежие
през периода на втората половина на V – до шестдесетте години VI в.4
Мраморните архитектонични елементи и детайли, произхождащи от пет кариери – главно от
Проконес, Докимейон и Парос и в по-малка степен
от Наксос или Пентеликон, обособяват две тези.
Архитектурните елементи и детайли, откирити при разкопките на нос Свети Атанас са
изработени от мрамор, който произхожда от пет

4 Biernacki 2009: 141–146.
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различни антични кариери: главно от Проконес,
Докимейон и Парос и в един случай – от Наксос
или Пнтеликон (Таб. I и II, Пл. I и II). Това предполага две хипотези. Едната е, че те са принадлежали
на различни сгради в раннохристиянския комплекс, а втората възможност е, че те имат различен
произход, тъй като базиликата и другите сгради на
комплекса са били преустройвани поне два пъти по
време на неговото съществуване.
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